Functional Mapping is a popular statistical method in QTL mapping studies for longitudinal data. The threshold for declaring statistical significance of a QTL is commonly obtained through permutation tests, which can be time consuming. To improve the computational efficiency of a permutation test of mixture models used in Functional Mapping, we first quantified the correlation between QTL and longitudinal data, using a curve clustering method. Then, the QTLs which are highly correlated with the outcome were computed in the improved permutation tests. As a result, it reduces the amount of computation in permutation tests and speeds up the computation for Functional Mapping analysis. Simulation studies and real data analysis were conducted to demonstrate that the proposed approach can greatly improve the computational efficiency of QTL mapping without loss of accuracy.
Introduction
High-throughput sequencing of genomes in studies of human and model organism has made rapid progress in recent years. Gene mapping based on QTL identification plays an important role in the traditional agriculture and forestry fields. Research on QTL mapping has made much advancement, such as detecting QTL related to rice flower development in recombinant inbred lines (RIL) [1] , barley height [2] , maize genome controlling roots [3] , disease resistance and fiber quality of cotton [4] , and anti-thrips ability of pepper [5] . Moreover, the researches on crop by QTL mapping methods has developed from phenotypic effects to gene expression level, and from static gene mapping in a number of stages during development to dynamic QTL mapping in the whole growth process [6, 7] .
Researchers have constructed a series of different QTL mapping methods with a combination of biological and statistical knowledge, which allows us to conduct various hypothesis tests to understand biological mechanisms of traits controlled by genes. Gene mapping of quantitative traits has also been extended to longitudinal data measured at multiple time points [8] [9] [10] . Function mapping, a framework of gene mapping of dynamic quantitative traits [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , has been applied to various contexts related to biological growth curves and allometric growth [15] . It has been used to study pleiotropy [15] , gene-gene interactions [16] and gene-environment interactions [16] . Functional Mapping has been thoroughly formulated as a system, and made great advancements in genetics research on agriculture and medicine.
Functional Mapping is based on mixture models, and likelihood ratio (LR) statistic is used to test different hypotheses on genetic models. Because it is difficult to determine the distribution under null hypothesis and satisfy the conditions for approximation of chi-squared distribution, statistical literature recommends using permutation tests [17] to determine a threshold under a certain significance level. Permutation tests are time consuming and cannot use for genomewide study in practice. We propose a new computation method for permutation tests in Functional Mapping. It generates a threshold very close to that from permutation tests, but its computational time is 1/10 of the original time, sometimes even cuts to 1/20. We first partition samples into several groups basing on the trajectory of the phenotypical values using a curve clustering method. The probability that an individual belongs to each group can be calculated. The clustering probability matrix is constructed according to each individual's probability. Then, we compute the correlation between the clustering probability matrix and QTL genetic probability matrix defined by the genetic recombination rate. Note that QTLs with stronger correlation are more significant in QTL mapping. Lastly, we pick the QTLs with stronger correlation to calculate their LR values in the final permutation test, which will reduce the computation burden in Functional Mapping.
The paper is organized as following. We first briefly introduce the principle of Functional Mapping. Then we discuss our algorithm, which includes three steps. The first step is to obtain the clustering probability matrix by using curve clustering method, the second is to define different correlation calculation methods to quantify the correlation between clustering probability matrix and genetic probability matrix, and the third one is to apply traditional permutation test to the selected QTLs with high correlation. Finally, we present simulation studies and real data analysis to demonstrate our method.
Statistical Model

Functional mapping for dynamic quantitative traits
Functional Mapping can operate with any biological growth curve and covariance matrix describing correlation among the observed phenotypic values. We here use logistic growth curve as an example to describe its fundamental concept. Under the control of QTL (or gene), growth trajectories are different across QTL genotypes. For example, the growth curve can be described in the following form:
where g j is the phenotypic values of genotype j. In F2 breeding, we have QQ, Qq, andthree types, which are denoted by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. is growth limit for genetype j, b j is the initial balance parameter, and r j is the relative growth rate [11] .
Suppose that the growth of subject i follows the trajectory of genotype j, and the observed growth vector at y i multiple time points follows multivariate normal distribution then its probability density function is:
Assuming that y i is a vector of the phenotypic values at m time points; g j denotes the overall mean vector for genotype j; ∑ is the variance-covariance matrix. We here use the first-order autoregressive model [AR(1)] as our example. In the AR(1) model, the variancecovariance matrix is:
Where σ 2 is the variance and ρ is the correlation. In order to test whether a QTL affects the growth trajectories, likelihood function is based on the following mixture model,
Where Ω is the set of the parameters for the growth curves of different genes and for variance-covariance matrix (Σ). The genotype at the QTL of subject i is not directly observed, but we can calculate a probability matrix by using its distances to the markers at both ends, where each element p ij in the matrix is the genetic probability of subject i and gene j. Please see [13] for details of calculations.
The purpose of Functional Mapping is to utilize the curves from biological profiles (e.g., growth curves) to compute log likelihood ratio statistic for each QTL, and then choose the significant QTL according to the values of LR, which is defined by (6) . The null hypothesis H 0 is that there is no gene that controls the growth process and the alternative hypothesis is the growth processes are different across the QTL genotypes, specifically, 
The test statistic for testing the hypothesis (5) is the log-likelihood ratio (LR) test.
Where Ω  and Ω  are the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters under the hypothesis H 0 and H 1 respectively. However, it is difficult to determine the distribution of the log-likelihood ratio in statistics; therefore, permutation test is a feasible approach to access the threshold at different significance levels. At least 100 permutation tests have to be done for the rough threshold at the 5% confidence level, generally 1000 tests are recommended for more accurate threshold. That means 1000 QTL scanning process in the whole molecular markers scope, which requires a large number of CPU computing.
Genotype-oriented curve clustering
To improve the efficiency of permutation test, we design a method for selecting QTL and we only choose highly correlated QTLs to compute LR at each permutation. Our method filters out the points with lower correlations between QTL and phenotypic values. We call it the filtering method. The filtering method of the QTL is constructed such that only QTLs highly relevant to the character remain to compute LR. Therefore we use genotype-oriented curve clustering to partition longitudinal phenotypic data and obtain a grouping probability matrix for different genotypes. Curve clustering was originally used for differentiating the genetic expression pattern under time sequence [18] . We use this method to divide biological traits into three groups corresponding to 3 genotypes in F2 population, and assume each group is controlled by a specific genotype. The phenotypic curve y i of subject i can be expressed as
Where ξ ij is the indicator for genotype j if the genotype of subject i belongs to the j class, the value is 1; otherwise, it is 0. u ic is covariate for the subject i (c=1,…,C); β c is the coefficient of covariate c, which is the effect value. For simplicity, all covariates are assumed zeros in the follow up context. e i (t) represents the residue, which follows the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean 0, and variance-covariance matrix ∑.
Therefore, the mixture model with three genotypes is 
Where ω=(ω 1 ,ω 2 ,ω 3 ) is the probability weight vector, namely every element of the vector is non-negative and the sum of them is 1. Θ is the vector consisting of all unknown parameters including weight vector, parameters for biological curves of each clustering group, and variance-covariance, e.g. σ 2 and ρ in the AR(1) model.
To get the best estimation for clustering, we need to maximize the log-likelihood log(L(Θ)). In practical, we use the Expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm. In the estimation step, the mean vector of three genetic curves can be estimated by the method of Least squares, and then in the maximization step, all parameters except the biological curves can be solved by the global optimizer solution (e.g. Simplex) based on the fixed biological curves in the estimate step. Through the above calculation, we obtain the probability of each subject's phenotypic curve in each genotype group, and the probabilities of all subjects form a curve clustering matrix denoted by Q. Each element of Q is the probability q ij of the subject i belongs to the j-class, i.e. 
Filtering method of QTL
Theoretically QTLs that are strongly associated with the trait values tend to have large LR statistic. Thus we set a threshold based the correlation between the genetic probability matrix P of QTL and the curve clustering matrix Q from curve clustering. As each permutation test only retains QTLs with a large correlation, we can filter out many loci to substantially reduce the computational burden. We propose three approaches to evaluate the correlation between the two probability matrixes, and then select QTLs based on the correlation. Method 1: Calculate the maximum likelihood estimate L in Functional Mapping with the genetic probability matrix P and the curve clustering matrix Q. The formula of the statistics T 1 is n 3
The larger the statistics T 1 , the larger the maximum likelihood and the higher correlation between the probability matrix P and Q. 
We use the three methods to evaluate the correlation between the probability matrix P and Q. The higher is the correlation, the larger are the three statistics. Our method only performs on QTLs with high correlation to fulfill the maximum likelihood ratio LR in permutation test. Simulation results suggest the ability to search out the LR is a bit insufficient with just a single one of them. The accuracy of the solutions will considerably be improved when combing these three methods together. Therefore, we integrate all three methods to locate the most significant QTL in practice.
New method for permutation test
In traditional permutation tests used for calculating critical threshold of LR, we first randomly shuffle phenotypic data, calculate the LR test statistic for the shuffled data, and then obtain the largest one as one permutation result. After repeating the process N times and ranking the corresponding test statistics, we find the thresholds for the LR test statistic at significant levels of 1% or 5%. This permutation method will provide reliable cutoff points only if N is large enough. Ideal situation is to perform N=n! times, which is a burden for computing.
Our improved method does not calculate test statistics for all QTLs, it only calculates LR for the QTLs whose correlations between P and Q pass a predefined threshold. The 3 methods in 1.3 are used to select the QTLs. In practice, we use 5% or 10% as the threshold to select the strong QTLs by each method, and then make a union set for these 3 QTL sets. Because of small amount of QTLs are selected to do permutation, the computation burden is largely reduced.
Simulation Studies
To verify the effectiveness of our method, we conducted two numerical experiments in an F2 population. The genotype data are generated from a chromosome with length of 250 cM, which contains 15 markers with genetic distances between two adjacent markers 23, 9, 29, 14, 12, 10, 20, 20, 26, 6, 22, 21, 24 , and 14 respectively, and the significant QTL position is defined at 119 cM. We also assume that the growth follows logistic growth curves with parameters a,b,r for three genotypes QQ (18.18, 9. 98, 0.99), Qq (17.08, 9.78, 0.97), and(15.95, 9. 88, 0.98), respectively. In our simulated data, we utilize AR(1) matrix with ρ=0.5 and σ 2 =1.2 and 4.8, respectively.
We employed two different variance-covariance matrices to illustrate the effectiveness of our method. When the parameter σ 2 is 1.2, the results of curve clustering for the simulation data are shown in Figure 1 . As we can see, three curve groups has been clustered clearly, therefore, the curve clustering method is effective. The results for σ 2 =4.8 are quite similar and not displayed here.
After clustering the curves, we combined the three methods to choose the QTLs with high correlation. Through 1000 permutation tests, we obtain the threshold curve of significant level, shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
In Figures 2 and 3 , the black line denotes the traditional permutation test results, the blue, green, and red ones denote the threshold curves of QTL after 20%, 10%, and 5% of QTLs were selected, respectively. It can be seen that curves are almost identical when the p-value are between 0.001~0.01. Even if p-value is larger, these curves are very close, which means significant QTLs are mostly been chosen by the filtering methods.
The most important one that we care about is whether the maximum value of LR is selected in each permutation test. In other words, we expect the maximum LR can be selected in each permutation test by our proposed method. The rank level of LR chosen by our method among all QTLs could indicate the validation of our method. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the ranks of the chosen QTLs by our method in 1000 permutation tests, where the vertical axis lists the chosen count for each rank. For traditional permutation test, the top one will definitely be selected by all 1000 permutations, but our method requires 85%-90% less times. Some points from our method are not the maximum LR, but all of the QTLs are ranked top 20.
The original permutation algorithm takes 41.2 hours using 16 CPUs to do 1000 permutation simultaneously for these 15 markers and 125 QTLs, which is equivalent to 659.2 CPU hours. But it only takes 30.8, 65.9, and 131.8 CPU hours if we use 5%, 10%, and 20% of our selection filtering method, respectively. Therefore, our method has greatly reduced the computing time in Functional Mapping.
Real Data Analysis
We used a data set from poplar to verify our method. The data are from 450 backcross individuals with 19 linkage groups and 90 molecular markers. The phenotypic values were measures in 11 seasons. The results for permutation tests are displayed in Figure 6 . The differences thresholds between traditional permutation and our method are very small for the significant levels 0.01~0.05, therefore, our method can be used in real data analysis.
Discussion
The flexibility and applicability of Functional Mapping are reduced due to a large computation time in real data analysis. In this paper we choose QTLs that are strongly correlated with phenotypic data to reduce computational burden. We quantify the correlations of QTL and phenotypic data using several methods in the QTL selection, so we can filter out some QTLs from our calculation. The simulation studies and real data analysis have shown that our method can greatly increase the computing speed without loss much of accuracy.
Since Functional Mapping utilizes mixture models to calculate LR, our method is designed for permutation tests of mixture models. Therefore our method can be used for the permutation tests of all other mixture models. Functional Mapping uses biological growth curves as the expected phenotypic vectors, so we group the growth curves using clustering methods. Different grouping methods should be used for different expected vectors.
Conclusion
The method we proposed in this paper can solve not only the efficiency of permutation test, but also QTL mapping, which is a process of scanning each QTL. If we want to find the optimal LR of QTLs for a chromosome or linkage group, the method we have proposed here will provide a fast solution. Our method has been integrated into our software package Funmap2 for Functional Mapping model (https:// github.com/wzhy2000/Funmap2).
